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A Characterization of the P, ecursiveness of an 
m-Adic Probabilistic Language 
H. P. EDMUNDSON AND IMMANUEL I .  TUNG 
Department of Computer Science, University of Maryland, College Park, ~Iaryland 20742 
It is shown that the language accepted by the m-adic two-state probabilistic 
acceptor at a given cut-point is a recursive language if and only if the cut-point 
is a Turing-computable real number. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the notion of a probabilistic acceptor, which was introduced by Rabin 
(1963), the condition for acceptance of a language is parametrized by a real 
number ;~, called the cut-point. Here it is shown that the language accepted 
by the m-adic two-state probabilistic acceptor at a given cut-point is a recursive 
language if and only if the cut-point is a Turing-computable r al number. This 
characterization is analogous to the result given by Paz (1966) that the language 
accepted by the m-adic two-state probabilistic acceptor at a given cut-point 
is a finite-state language if and only if the cut-point is a rational number. 
2. PROBABILISTIC ACCEPTORS AND PROBABILISTIC LANGUAGES 
The definitions given here more closely resemble those given by Paz (1966) 
than those given by Rabin (1963). Let P,~ denote the set of all 1 X m stochastic 
vectors ~r----('~1 ..... *r.,~), which, by definition, satisfy the conditions ~r i >~ 0 
7t~ 
for all i = 1,..., m and ~i=z ~ri = 1. 
DEFINITION. A probabilistic acceptor (P~t) Z is defined as a 5-tupte 
(Q, 2, M, ~0, A),  where 
(1) Q is a nonempty finite set of elements ql ,..., q,~ called states. 
(2) 27 is a nonempty finite set of elements a 1 ,..., a n called symbols; 27 is 
called the alphabet. 
(3) M: Q × z--+ P.~ is called the transition-probability function. 
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(4) 7r ° ~ P~ is a distinguished stochastic vector called the initialprobability 
distribution of states. 
(5) A _C Q is a distinguished subset of states called accepting states. 
Intuitively, a P_/1 can be considered as follows. The initial probability distri- 
bution ~r ° defines each initial probability ~ri° that the PA is in state qi. The 
transition-probability function M: Q × 27 --~ P~ defines the conditional proba- 
bility M(qi, a)j that the PA Z enters the state qj, given that Z was in state 
qi on reading the symbol a. 
The transition-probability function M can be extended in two stages. The 
first extension 2Pi: P,~ × 27 --, P~ of M: Q × 27 --+ P,~ is defined by 
]91(% cr)j -~ ~ ¢riM(qi , cr)~ for j = 1,..., m. 
i=1 
The second extension ~:  P~ × Z* ~ P,~ of M: Q × 27-+ P~ is defined 
recursively by 
Nr@, A) = ,~ 
= x) ,  
for all rr e P,~, 
for all Ir ~ P~,  x eZ* ,  ~eZ' ,  
where A denotes the empty string. 
DEFINITION. The transition matrix M[a] of the PA Z = <Q, X, M, 7r °, A> 
for the symbol ~ ~ X is defined as the m × m matrix whose (i,j)th element is 
M(qi, cr)j for i , j  = 1,..., m. The transition matrix M[x] of the PA 
Z = <Q, X, M, ~o, A> for the string x =a i l  "" ai~ ~ X* is defined as the m × m 
matr ix  Mix] = M[a, l  ] "" M[a#]. 
DEFINITION'. The aeceptance probability p( Z, x) for the string x ~ Z* by the PA 
Z = <Q, Z, M, 7r °, A)  is defined as 
Z ~(~o, x)j. 
qfi A 
Thus p(Z, x) is the conditional probability that the PA Z enters an accepting 
state after reading the string x, given that Z began reading x with the initial 
probability distribution zr °. 
A notion that never arises in the study of nonprobabilistic acceptors was intro- 
duced in the definition of acceptance by a PA. This is the notion of a cut-point, 
due to Rabin (1963). 
DEFINITION. The string x is said to be accepted by the PA Z at cut-point 
~ [0, 1) iff p(Z, x) > A. 
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DEFINITION. The language L(Z, A) accepted by the PA  Z at cut-point A ~ [0, 1) 
is defined as the set {x s 27*: p(Z, x) > A}. 
DEFINITION. The set L of strings over the alphabet 27 is said to be a proba- 
bilistic language (PL) iff there exist a PA Z and a cut-point )~ ~ [0, 1) such that 
r = L(Z, A). 
3. CUT-POINT THEOREMS FOR m-ADIC TWO-STATE PROBABILISTIC 2~kCCEPTORS 
An important example of a PA is the m-adic two-state PA  Z,~ = ({ql, q=}, 
{0, 1 .... , m --  1}, 3I, (1, 0), {q2}), where M is defined so that M[e]~,~ = ~/m 
and the determinant det M[a] = 1/m for.all de{0,  1,..., m - -  1} ~ ~.  Thus 
the transition matrix for the symbol ~ has the form 
 Eol = [((m--o)/m o/m 1 
- 1)Ira ( .  + 1)!ml 
for all a ~ {0, 1,..., m-  1}. The m-adic )t-probabilistic language (m-adic A-PL) 
is defined as the probabilistic language L(Z,~, ~) that is accepted by the m-adic 
two-state PA Z,~ at cut-point ~ ~ [0, 1). The following result, whose proof can 
be supplied, was stated by Paz (1966). 
THEOREM 3.1. For every m-adic two-state PA Z~ the string x = aq  "." ai~ ~ Z*  
iff p(Zm , x) -= O.ai~ "" ai~ , which denotes the m-adic fraction a im -1 - /  
O'i~_1m--2 ~-t "'" "@ aii m-e. 
From this theorem we may deduce the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3.1a. For every m-adic two-state PA  Z~ and every x~Z* ,  
p(Z~ , x) is a rational number. 
COROLLARY 3.lb. The set { p(Z,~, x): x ~ X*} is dense in the interval [0, 1]. 
COROLLARY 3.1C. For any irrational number A ~ [0, 1), there does not exist 
an x c Z* such that p(Z**, , x) = ~t. 
COROLLARY 3.1d. For any cut-point A with respect to the m-adic two-state 
PA  Z~ , )~ is not isolated in the sense that it is false that there exists an ~? ~ 0 
for all x ~ Z* such that I p(Z~ , x) -- )t i ~ "q. 
In fact, the following result concerning the m-adic two-state PA Z,~ was shown 
by Paz (1966). 
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THEOREM 3.2. The m-adic A-PL L(Z,,  , A) is an FSL  iff A is a rational number 
in [0, 1). 
We now obtain further results concerning m-adic two-state Pd 's  by con- 
sidering the computability of cut-points. Recall that a (Turing-)computable 
real number is defined as one whose successive digits can be generated by a 
fixed always-halting Turing machine (see Minsky, 1967). Here we consider 
those real numbers in [0, 1) represented as m-adic fractions. We have the 
following new result. 
THEOREM 3.3. The m-adic A-PL L (Z~,  A) is a recursive language iff A is 
a computable real number in [0, 1). 
Proof. Note that if the m-adic fraction for A is a finite sequence of digits 
(that is, with either terminating O's or terminating (m -- 1)'s), then A is a rational 
number. By Theorem 3.2, a necessary and sufficient condition for L(Z~,  A) 
to be a finite-state language is that A be a rational number. Hence if the m-adic 
fraction for A is a finite sequence, then L(Z¢~, A) is a recursive language. On 
the other hand, if L(Z***, A) is a recursive language and A has a finite m-adic 
fraction, then A is a computable real number. Thus we have only to consider the 
case where the m-adic fraction for A is not a finite sequence of m-adic digits. 
Suppose that )t is a computable real number in [0, 1). By definition, there exists 
an always-halting Turing machine Z 1 that generates equentially the digits 
d~ of the m-adic fraction O.dld ~ "" for A. We modify Z 1 to become a Turing 
acceptor Z z by inserting the following steps after the generation of each m-adic 
digit dj of A. 
(1) Compare the jth digit d 3. with the (k - - j - t -1 ) th  symbol aik_j+l in 
x = ait "" ai~ (see Theorem 3.1). 
(2) If  the j th digit dj is larger than the (k - - j  @ 1)th symbol ai~_s+l in 
x or there is no further symbol in x, that is, j = k q- 1, then halt and reject 
the string x. 
(3) If thej th digit d 5 is smaller than the (k - - j  q- 1)th symbol ~ri~_j+l in x, 
then halt and accept he string x. 
(4) If the j th digit dj is equal to the (k - - j@ 1)th symbol ai~_i+x in x, 
then proceed to generate the ( j  + 1)th digit in the m-adic fraction for Z. 
Since x has finite length, the Turing acceptor Z 2 always halts by either 
accepting or rejecting the string x. Now we want to prove that the language 
L(Z  2) accepted by the always-halting Turing acceptor Z 2 is the language L(Z , , ,  3.). 
First, assume that x =a i l  "'" ai~ ~L(Ze)  . By the construction of Z 2, we know 
that there xists a j satisfying 1 ~< j ~< k such that d 1 = ai~, d2 = %o_~, .... 
ds_ ~ : o-ik_j+2 , and dj < a~k_j+ . But p(Z~,  x) : O.ffi lcailc_ 1 " "  o-il by Theorem 
3.1. Then p(Z~, x) > k and so x cL(Z,~,  A). Hence we have L(Z 2) C_L(Z,,, k). 
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Second, assume that x = (xil "" ¢i~ aL(Z~, ,  ?t). Then p(Z~,  x) = 
O.¢ikei~_t '.. (zil > h = O.dld ~ "" by Theorem 3.1. So there exists a j satisfying 
1 ~< j ~< h such that d 1 = crib, d e = ~-1  " ' "  dJ-1 = ~i~_j+~, and d~ < ~i~_j+~ • 
By the construction of Z e, we know that x~L(Z'~).  Hence we have 
L(Z, ,  , 2) C L(Z'~). 
By the above two results we have L(Z  ~) = L (Z  .... h). Thus L(Z~, ,  h) is a 
recursive language since it is accepted by an always-hatting Turing acceptor. 
Conversely, suppose that L(Zm,  2) is a recursive language. By definition, 
there exists a Turing acceptor Z ~ that always halts and that accepts a 
string x iff x ~L(Z,,~, h). We modify Z 3 to become a Turing machine Z 4 that 
generates sequentially the digits dj of the m-adic fraction O.dld ~ ... for h. Suppose 
that the first j -  1 digits in the m-adic fraction for 2 have been generated as 
dl, d e ,..., d~_ 1 . The j th  digit d~ is the largest digit d such that the string ddj_ 1 "." d 1 
is not in L(Z~, ,  h). This last step is accomplished by repeated applications of 
the Turing acceptor Z 3 to each string ddj_ 1 .." d 1 for d = m --  1,..., 0 until the 
string is rejected. Then dj is set equal to the last chosen d. 
Now we want to prove that the Turing machine Z 4 generates sequentially the 
digits dj of the m-adic fraction O:d~d e ".. for 2. Suppose that the digits d 1 ,..., dj_ 1 
have been generated by Z 4. We want to find the jth digit dj. Let d denote the 
digit next generated by Z 4. By the construction of Z 4 we know that d is the largest 
digit such that the string dd~_~ "" dl is not in L(Z~,  2). So by Theorem 3.1, 
p(Z~ , ddj_~ "" d~) = O.d~ "" dj_~d < h and p(Z,,, , (d + 1) d~_~ "" dl) -~ 
0.dl "'" dj_l(d ~:- l) > 2. (Note that it is not possible that O.d 1 "." dj_ld = )L 
since we have excluded from consideration the case where the m-adic fraction 
for h is a finite sequence of digits.) Hence we know that O.d 1 "." dj_ld % A 
O.d~ "" d~_~(d @ 1) and so the f lh digit d~ in the m-adic fraction for h is d. 
Thus h is a computable real number since Z ~ generates sequentially the digits of 
the m-adic fraction for 2. 
Therefore the m-adic 2-PL  L (Z~,  h) is a reeursive language iff)t is a computable 
real number in [0, 1). 
By Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 3.3. The m-adic 2-PL L(Xr,~, A) is a recursive, non-finite-state 
language i f f  2 is a computable irrational number in [0, 1). 
4. REMARKS 
The newly established result gives a characterization of the recursiveness 
of the probabilistic language accepted by the m-adic two-state probabilistic ac- 
ceptor at a given cut-point in terms of the Turing computability of the cut-point. 
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It  would be interesting to see if there are analogous "natural" characterizations 
of context-free and context-sensitive languages that are accepted by the rn-adic 
two-state probabilistic acceptor at a given cut-point, in terms of number-  
theoretic or recursion-theoretic properties of those cut-points. Of course these 
properties would be stronger than our property that the cut-point be a Turing- 
computable real number, but weaker than Paz' property that it be a rational 
number. 
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